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Abstract 
CNZ, R.N., Multidimensional periodic knots, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 137-158. 
We introduce the concept of multidimensional periodic knot f: S”“+ S” generalizing the classical 
case n = 3. More prexisely, given a semifree P, action on S”, p : Z, x S” + S”, the above knot f is 
periodic with respect o p if and only if p(Z, x f (S”-*)) c f ( Sn-*) and f (Sfi-*) fl Fix(p) = 8 where 
Fix(p) = {x E S” jp(& x) = X, VIE Z,) is the fixed point set of p. We study such knots from tbe 
point of view of embeddability questions. 
Keywords: Action, periodic knot, linking number, cobordism. 
AMS (MO.31 Subj. Class.: 57. 
Introduction 
This paper studies knots which are left invariant under a semifree H, action with 
fixed points on the ambient sphere S”, which do not intersect the fixed point manifold. 
Knots arising in this way are classically (p1= 3) call J periodic. They have been 
studied in the low dimensional case CT = 3, [ fG!, 16, U]. We work in the smooth, 
piecewise linear and topological categories. 
We begin by showing, via a result of Smith [4] and a key lemma in the proof of 
the generalized Borsuk Ulam theorem [23], that such an action must have a circle 
S’ (or for Zz, So) of fixed points. Conversely, the local representation of an action 
at a fixed point implies that generically, an action with such a fixed point manifold 
leaves invariant some knot disjoint from it. 
Next, for odd s, we characterize all the linking numbers between the fixed point 
manifold S’ and the invariant knots. The result is: An integer I is a linking number 
if and only if 2 and s are coprime. This involves a study of the embeddings of a 
homotopy lens space into another one cross a disk. In addition, for the piecewise 
linear and topological categories, we show that the linking number with the fixed 
point manifold determines the restricted action up to 
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Given a semifree Z, action p on SZk+’ with S’ for the fixed point set we study 
isovariant cobordism classes of period knots with respect to p with linking number 
with the fixed point set * 1. This study is basically an enlargement of the set of local 
knots [S] in a special case. The approach is similar to the study of fake parametrized 
knots discussed in [27], however we do not fix the simple homotopy type of the 
manifolds being embedded. This study is needed to prove the results stated in the 
last paragraph. 
As we will work with linking numbers, the compact manifolds M” (m = dim M) 
under consideration will be endowed with twisted orientations. More precisely, a 
twistelf orientation is a generator of H,,,( M, aM; Z’) = Z called a twisted fundamental 
class. A twisted oriented manifold is a manifold together with a twisted orientation. 
For simplicity we shall refer to twisted oriented manifolds as manifolds. There are 
two possible twisted orientations and we denote by -Mm, the manifold Mm with 
the other (or opposite) twisted orientation. Given a map between manifolds of the 
same dimension cp : Ad: + MT inducing an orientation true homomorphism 
q*: ml( M,“)+ wl( My), a twisted degree deg q is defined [ZS]. The maps q : M,“-* 
My between manifolds of the same dimension for which we will need to consider 
its twisted degree will be such that Mm, i = 0,l have the homotopy type of spheres, 
projective spaces (real or complex) or lens spaces. Furthermore, (p will induce an 
isomorphism on 7~. In this situation deg q is defined [28]. Unless specified to the 
contrary: If (p : MO + M, is an s fold covering map, s a positive integer, Mi, i = 0,1 
manifolds, given a twisted orientation for MO, we choose a twisted orientation for 
MI such that deg Q = s. For spheres, choose any twisted orientations once and for 
all, compatible with Alexander duality. 
1. Nonfree actions with invariant submanifolds 
1.1. Periodic knots 
Let p : Z, x S” + S” be a semifree Enitc cyclic action on S”. Assume that p is a 
CAT (= DIFF, PL or TOP) map and in addition, the fixed point set Fix(p) = 
(x E S” lp(&, x) = x, V&z Z,} is a manifold. 
The action p is a CAT action if and only if Fix(p) = 0 or Fix(p) possesses an 
invariant tubular neighborhood T, called an equiuariunt tubular neighborhood, such 
that there is an equivariant CAT homeomorphism 8 : (E( u), p,) + ( T, p IESx T), where 
E(v) is the total space of a vector bundle u = (E(v), Fix(p), r,,) and pV : 2, x E(V) + 
E( 4 is a CAT map which is a semifree action with Fix(p,) = Fix(p). Furthermore, 
py acts in a jber and letlel preserving way, that is, for any 5 E Z,, y E ~,l(x), 
~v(~u(~9 Y)) = Pi n(y )) and II PJ& VI II P,.(6..y) = II Y IL where II Ilx, x E Fix(~), is the 
Euclidean norm on rr,‘(x). The vector bundle v is called an equivariant normal 
bundle of Fix(p) in (S”, p). For dim Fix(p) = 0, this condition is an equivariant local 
flatness condition. 
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The equivariant normal bundle u of the above paragraph can be assumed to be 
a 2, vector bundle [4] if and only if p is locally linear [4]. In addition, if p is a 
DIFF map, then p is a locally linear DIFF action [4]. 
Let 7, p be semifree CAT Z, actions on SnV2 , S”, n 3 3, respectively, with Fix( 7) = 
(b Z Fix(p). Consider a CAT equivariant embedding f: (Snm2, T) + (S”, p). The 
quotient projection w : S” - Fix(p) + (S” - Fix(p))/p is a CAT covering map and 
hence, a local CAT homeomorphism. Thus, f is equivariantly locally flat if and only 
if the underlying embedding f: Snm2 +S” is locally flat. If so, then we say that f is 
a CAT periodic knot, or if more precision is needed, with respect o p. We also say 
that p admits a periodic knot. The positive integer s is called the period ofJ and a 
period of f:Snv2+ S”. TWO periodic knots J : (SnW2, 7i) + (S”, pi), i = 0,1, are 
equivalent or conjugate, if and only if there are equivariant CAT homeomorphisms 
4 : (S’, p0) + (S”, pl), @ : ( SnB2, q) 3 ( SnB2, qJ equiv3riantly homotopic to 
idsll, idstl-2 such that f, = t)fo$. Let NP = int( e( D( Y))) where int denotes the interior 
and D(V) is the total space of the associated isk bundle of V; u, 6 as before. Given 
a periodic knot f: ( SnB2, T) + (S“, p) such that f(Snv2) Tt cif IV,) f 0, there is an 
equivariant CAT homeomorphism 4 : (S”, p) + (S”, p) equivariantly isotopic to idsIt, 
such that (t$+f) (Sna2) fl cl( N,,) = 0 (just slide along the fibers of v (the details are 
similar to an argument in Remark 1.3.5)). In particular t#if: (Snw2, T) + (S”, p) is a 
periodic knot conj, agate toJ Thus, up to conjugacy we can assume that all periodic 
knots have image disjoint from NP. Consider a specific choice for NP. Later on a 
canonical one will be given. In particular, the quotient embedding  : Snm2/7 +
(S” - NJ/p is uniquely determined by f and conversely. Two periodic knots 
J : ( Sn-2, TV) + (S”, pi), i = 0,l are conjugate if and only if after conjugation 7. = r1 = 
7, po=p1 = p, and the quotient embeddings gi : Snm2/r + (S” - h&,)/p, i = 0, 1, are 
conjugate in the sense that there are CAT homeomorphisms 4 : Sne2/r + Sns2/7, 
9 : (S” - N,)/p + (S” - N,)/p homotopic to idsli-2,,, id~S~~_N P )/P respectively, such 
that gl = $go4g 
On S” = ((X0,. . . , x,) E IT+’ I~~=, xf = l}, define the linearH2 = (*l) actions po, pI 
by po(&, X)=(X0, &Xl,* l e, &X,)9 P1(E,X)=(X(),Xt,EiZ, l - -3 EXn), EEh2, x= 
(X”, l l ’ 9 xn) G S”. Note that Fi&) = S’, i = 0,~ ‘The unknotted subsphere K”-’ = 
{( x0,... , X,,)E S”lxo=x, =O}c S” is left invariant by both actions. Choose a 
diffeomorphism Q : Snm2 + K “-2 and define free Z2 actions Ti : B2 X Snm2+ SnT2, i = 
~,~~~~~(E,X)=Q-‘(P~(&,Q(X))~,EEZ~,XES~-~.L~~~:(S”-~,~~)~(S”~~~),~=O,~ 
be defined by composing Q with the inclusion K n-2 c S”. It follows that A, i = 0, 1 
are DIFF periodic knots and the linking number lk( F’,(S”-2), Fix(pd is *l (if this 
linking number is -1; by replacing Q with a diffeomorphism with opposite degree 
one can get linking number 1 (we are basically changing the orientation off~(S"-'))). 
The (2, s) torus knot on S3, I, s coprime integers is the embedding f: S’ = 
{zE@~~z~=1}+s3={(o(-J, w,)E@~]Iw~J~+ ]o,12=2} defined byf&)=(~‘, 2% ZE 
S’. Let B, = (5 E Cc 15’ = l} and define the linear actions 7, : & X S’ + S’, pb : ?s X S3 + 
S3, wbere a, 6 are integers prime to s satisfying al = b mod S, b_~ d& d = 6”~ 
Pai (00, 0,)) = (oo, &I,), t$E z,, z E s’, (00, 0,) E s-‘. henjgS’, 7,) +c i’ ) is 
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a DIFF periodic knot with lkV;,(S’), Fix(&) = 1. More generally, consider the 
following situation. Let 
because gcd( 1, s) = 1. Define the linear actions r,., : ,,xs’+s’, &I: 
where Q, b, c, d are integers atisfying gcd( a, I) = gcd( b, I) = gcd( c, s) = gcd( d, s) = 1 
and sa=bmodI, lc=d mods, by ~&O&,z)=~~~~z, &E& &EZ,, ZES’, 
&b.d&&, h 0,)) = (&%, h,), &lE ss z E s’s (WI, 01) E s3* Note that Ta.c 
is a free action, ph,d is not semifree and Fix(pb,, )+,,&) = (0) X S’, Fix(pb+, ]z,,&) = 
S! x (0). The I, s torus knot is the underlying embedding ;dssociated to the locally 
flat equivariant embedding & : (S’, To .) + ( S3, pb,d). The last Statement implies that 
the torus knot & : S’ +S” is periodic with respect o two semifree linear 
actions with dis]Gnt fixed point manifolds. 
On 9’” = (I = (zO,. . . , zk) E U? 1lz,,l*+ l l l +lz# = 1) with k odd consider the 
Brieskom manifold 
w~k-‘=((z=(z~....,zk)ES2k+‘IZ;+Z~+’ l l +z;=o,. 
it is known that Wfk-’ is a homotopy sphere if and only if I is odd, diffeomorphic 
to s2”-1 if I = *I mod 8, and diffeomorphic to the Kervaire sphere if f = *3 mod 8 
[ 171. Define a semifree linear Zz = {*l} action p on SZk+’ by ~(6, 2) = 
(&I, =I, ’ l l 9 &zk), Ec22, Z=(zo,...,zk)~S2k+1~ Fix(p)={(z,,O,...,O)ECk+‘Ilz~I 
= I} =t S’. W;“-’ is a smooth subsphere invariant under p and does not intersect 
Fix(p). Let 4: S’“-‘+ WfkB1 be a CAT home?morphism, 1 appropriate. Then 
f:(s2k-‘,7)-,(S2k+’ , p) is a CAT periodic knot where f is $!J followed by the 
inclusion Wf”-* c S2k+1 and 7 : H2 x Szk-’ + SZk-’ is a free CAT Z2 action given by 
T( E, z) = 4-‘(p) +-I)( E, t$( z)), E E &, z E S2k-‘. Note that lk(J( S2k-‘), Fix(p)) = *1. 
By a theorem of Flapan [ 123, in the classical case n = 3, a periodic knot $: S’ + S3 
possess finitely many periods or is unknotted. For knots f: S-*+ S” with ,Y even, 
2 is the only possible period bigger than 1 because L2 is the only nontrivial group 
that can act freely on an even dimensional sphere. However, for n 3 5 odd, there 
are knots f: S”-* + S” with infinitely many periods which are knotted. Let us prove 
that: Set m= (n - 3)/2 and form the connected sum of the inclusion CP’” x (0) c 
CP” x D* with a DIFF knotf, : Snm3q S”-’ such that n,(S”-’ -fa(Snw3)) %P, [29]. 
This embedding is covered by an embedding S”-*+ S”-* x D*. By enlarging the 
codomain of the latter embedding, we obtain a knot f: S”-* + S” invariant under a 
DIFF semifree action p : S’ x S” + S” with Fix(p) = S’ and such that f(S”-*) fl 
Fix(p) = Q). It follows that f possesses infinitely many periods. On the other hand, 
by Van Kampen’s theorem ?r,(S” -f(S”-‘)) ~2 and so J is knotted. However, as 
n - I is even, fa is CAT null-cobordant where n > 5 for CAT= DIFF, PL (by [ 181 
together with [ 131 and hence so is J 
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1.2. The jixed point manifold 
Let p be a semifree, nonfree CAT k, action on S”, n 3 3, admitting a periodic 
knot. The main result of this section is that Fix(p) = S’, except when s = 2, in which 
case it can be homeomorphic to So as well. 
11.2.IL. Lemma. Let X” be a Hausdorflparacompact space where 
m =maX{iEZU{CD}lHi(X”; Z,)#O}. 
Let T, p be free TOP H, actions on S”, X m respectively. If there is an equivariant map 
f: S” + X”, then n s m. 
The above lemma is proved, for instance, in [23] in the case X” = Sm. The 
conditions on X” insure that the above mentioned proof works in the present 
situation. 
Let p be a semifree, nonfree CAT Z, action on S”. Denote by $CAT(S”, p) the 
set of invariantly embedded CAT subspheres not meeting Fix(p). 
1.2.2, Proposition. Let p be as above. Then, 
dim Fix(p) + max dimK=n-1. 
K E 4,,,( S”,p) 
Proot. Let Km E 9 &S”, p). We will first show that k = dim Fix(p) s n - m - 1. 
A theorem of Smith 14, Chapter 31, implies that Fix(p) is a mod s homology Sk, 
0~ k c n. Thus, by Alexander duality, H,( S” - Fix(p); 2,) = H,. Snmk-l; Z,), and 
the inclusion Km c S” - Fix(p) is an equivariant map. Thus, Lemma 1.2.1 implies 
that ksn-m-l. 
Now, let K E 4 CAT(S”, p) be given by K = 6(7&,(x)), where x E Fix(p), S(Y) is 
the sphere bundle associated with an equivariant normal bundle v of Fix(p ), 6 is 
as in the definition of semifree CAT 8, action on S” and ~~~ V)is the bundle projection 
of S(V). Thus, k = n - m - 1 and the proposition is proud. El 
1.2.3. Theorem. Let p : B, x S” + S”, n 2 3, be a CAT semifree action on S” with 
Fix(p) # 0. 
(a) For s # 2, p admits a periodic knot if and only if Fix(p) = S’, and if so, then n 
is odd. 
(b) For s = 2, if p admits a periodic knot, then Fix(p) = So or S’. 
(c) For s = 2, if Fix(p) =r S’, then p admits a periodic knot. 
Proof. (a) By Proposition 1.2.2 if p admits a periodic knot, then Fix(p) = So or S’, 
because Fix(p) is a mod s homology sphere, and So, S’ are up to CAT homeomorph- 
ism, the only ones in dimensions 0 and 1. If Fix(p) = So by Proposition 1.2.2 again, 
Z, would act freely on n - 1 and n -2 dimensional subspheres, which is IV:” possible 
as s # 2. Hence Fix(p) = S’, ow, if Fix(p) = s’, t ropcsition %.L Z &w% is 
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a periodic knot with respect o p, If p admits a periodic knot and s f 2, then n must 
be odd because Zz is the only nontrivial group that can act freely on an even 
dimensional sphere. 
Parts (b), (c) follow directly from Proposition 1.2.2. Cl 
A converse of Theorem 1.2.3(b) in the case Fix(p) = So is fully considered in [9]. 
1.3. RemarJis on acfions 
Whenever we are considering a semifree CAT s action p on S” with Fix(p) = S’, 
we will make the identification 
S” = Drr-1 x 51 SW-2 x D’_ 
S R-+1 
By convention, the standard spheres of dimension n - 2, 1 respectively will be 
S”-‘x (O}, (0) x S’, denoted by S*-‘, S’ respectively. When Fix(p) = So, we will 
work with the identification 
S” =D” KS0 u sn-“x I, 
S8U-IXS0 
and we will have a similar convention. 
1.3.1. Lemma. A semifree CAT uction on S”, n 2 3, with Fix(p) CAT homeomor- 
phic to S”, k = 0,1, is conjugate to an action p for which Fix(p) = S” and Dn-li x S” = 
E ( D( u)), the total space of the associated isk bundle of 11, v an equivariant normal 
bundle of Fix(@). In addition if (0, y) E Fix@), then P&(O, y) = D”-” x {y), wD[v) 
the bundle projection of D( v). 
A semifree CAT action on S” with Fix(p) =e So or S’ such as p is called 
stundurd. By Theorem 1.2.3 if p admits a periodic knot, then p is conjugate to a 
standard action. 
Proof. Zeeman’s unknotting theorem holds for embeddings of S” in S” where 
k = 0, 1, n > 3 [30, 15,331 where CAT = DIFF, PL or TOP. This and irre positive 
solution to the Smith conjecture about knots (locally flat) in S’ fixed by a CAT 
semifree Z, action, [26], imply that Fix(p) is CAT unknotted. Thus, there is a CAT 
homeomorphism 9 : S” + S” isotopic to ids” such that cl( NJ =z D”-” x Sk, 
cp(Fix(p)) = S”, cp( T&~(X)) = D”-” x (y), y = q(x), XE Fix(p), where v is an 
equivariant normal bundle of Fix(p), cl denotes the closure and we are using the 
fact that v is inequivariantly trivial. Conjugating p 6-v cp one obtains the desired 
action p. 0 
1.3.2. Remark. Let p : P, x S” + S”, n 2 3, be a CAT map which is a semifree action. 
Extend the notion of a periodic knot to such actions. We claim that the existence 
of a periodic knot with respect to p will imply that Fix(p) = So or S’ and hence a 
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manifold. Let us prove this claim: Arguing as in Proposition 1.2.2 it follows that 
HJ Fix(p); Z,) s H,( Sk; Z,), k = 0,l. Furthermore, by a theorem of Smith 13, p. 161, 
l?:*(p) is a homology manifold with Z, coefficients. For k = 0, this implies that 
Fix(p) = So. For k = 1, first note that Fix(p) is a compact separable space with more 
than one point. In addition, by Alexander duality with 2, coefficients, Fix(p) minus 
a point is connected and minus two points has two connected components. Using 
[38, Theorem 11.21, p. 321, it follows that Fix(p) = S’. 
Let n a 7 and take any simply connected homology sphere Z”-’ which is not 
homeomorphic to S”-*. Choose a free 8, action T on 2?* [8]. By a theorem of 
Edwards (see [lo]) S’*Z”-* = S”. Thus, by taking the join of r with the trivial 
action on S’, one obtains a semifree 2, action p on S” such that Fix(p) = S” and 
p is a continuous map. We observe that the techniques of Proposition 1.22 will not 
produce a periodic knot with respect o p. 
1.3.3. Remark. Let p : t x S” -, S”, n a 3, n # 4 for CAT = TOP, be a semifree action 
with Fix(p) = So. We claim that if p is a CAT map, then p is a CAT action. 
CAT= DIFF, this is clear. For CAT= PL, this claim can be proved as follows: 
Consider a combinatorial triangulation of S” in which p acts simplicially. Subdivide, 
if necessary, to insure that star(Fix(p), S”) # S’! Observe that p leaves link( x, S”), 
star(x, S”) invariant, x E Fix(p). It follows that int(star(Fix(p), S”)) is an equivariant 
tubular neighborhood of Fix(p). For CAT= TOP, this claim follows for n = 3 by a 
theorem of Livesay [24]. For n 3 5, this claim is true because as ko(Z[Z2 3) = 0, a 
theorem of Siebenmann [32] together with the five dimensional results of Freedman 
[ 131 imply that (S” - Fix(p))/p can be compactified so as to become an h-cobordism 
of a homotopy projective space. 
1.3.4. Examples. Let r be a free CAT& action on Snm2, respectively Sn-‘, where 
n a 3 and 7 is linear for CAT= DIFF. A semifree CAT Z, action on S” with 
Fix(p) = S’, respectively So, is defined as follows: 
(-% 1% ii‘ (x, y) e (0) x s’, 
P(& (x9 J.9) = (Ilxll~(r,x/llxll,,_~~, if(X,Y)E(D”--I-{O))XS’, 
(a3 x), YL if (x, y) e S”-2 x D2 
respectively 
(% Y ), if (x, y) E (0) x So, 
~(6, (x, Y)) = (bb(& xlIlxll>, ~1, if (x, Y)E. (D” ---WI 
w, XL Y 1, if (x, y) E 9-l X I, 
Y 
ws”, 
where II II is the Euclidean norm of nn-‘, D” respectively. We note that in the 
Fix(p) =t: S’ case, S”lp = S’ *(S?-*/T) = Z(Z(Sn-2/~)). For the Fix(p) =z: So case, 
S”/p = Z(S”-*/T). Among semifree CAT Z, actions p on S” with Fix(p) = S’, So, 
the above will be referred to as double suspensions, mspensions respect:y@i:. 
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1.3.5. Remark. Let n > 3, n # 4,5 for CAT= DIFF, PL. First assume n 2 6. The 
periodic knot f : ( Snw2, T) + (S”, p) constructed in Theorem 1.2.3(a), (c) can be 
isotoped to insure cl( NJ nf(Snw2) = 0 by using a bicollar of 8N”. Consider this 
done. This knot possesses an invariant closed tubuiar neighborhood T such that 
cl( T) fl cl( NJ = Q) and cl( T/p) is CAT homeomorphic to Snm2/ r x D2. As f: SnB2 + 
S” is unknotted and lk(=f(S”-‘), Fix(p)) = *I, the inclusion cl( Np) c S” - T is a 
homotopy equivalence, and hence, so is the inclusion d N,, c S” - Np - T. Conclusion: 
W = (S” - NP - T)/p is an h-cobordism. By taking a collar of 8 W in (S” - 
Fix(p))/p - int W and using the half open h-cobordism theorem, there is a closed 
neighborhood of W in S”/p, U and a CAT homeomorphism Q: U + SnV2/ r x S’ x I 
such that Q(S”-~/T x S’ x [E, 1 -E]) 2 W and (p(Snm2/r x S’ x [l -E, 11)~ T/p, E E 
(0,l). Define an isotopy (PF : I + I by 
, if E<xGl. 
Note that Q~([ 8, 11) = [ 1 - E, 11. For CAT= DIFF one needs to round the comer at 
x = E. Now, define an isotopy of + : (S” - Fix(p))/p + (S” - Fix(p))/p by declaring 
that #lU = Q-' 0 (idsel-+XSI x Q,) 0 Q, and &,c = id”c, where UC is the complement 
of U in (S”- Fix(p))/p. In this argument we are basically sliding Sn-2!r x S’ x I 
along points x 1. Now, lift to S” - Fix(p) to obtain an equivariant isotopy 4 : (S”, p) + 
(S”, p). Note that &S” - NJ c T. In particular, up to conjugacy the image of a 
periodic knot can be assumed to be in T. Conclusion: To study periodic knots we 
may assume the CAT actions p : it!, x S” + S” with Fix(p) = S’ to be double sus- 
pensions. For n = 5 and CAT = TOP the same conclusion holds by [ 131. For n = 4, 
and CAT= TOP the above h-cobordism W will have fundamental group Z2. As 
Wh(P,) =0, [13] implies that the half-open h-cobordism theorem holds in this 
situation (see [30, p. 931). Thus, the same conclusion can be obtained for n = 4 and 
CAT = TOP. For n = 3, by the positive solution to the Smith conjecture 1261, p is 
conjugate to a linear action, so the conclusion holds as well, 
1.3.6. Remark. Let n 3 6. The above argument shows that for CAT= PL we can 
work with a semifree CAT action p : Z, x S” + S”, Fix(p) = S’ assuming only that p 
is a PL map. More precisely, Fix(p) will be locally flat [30] and hence unknotted. 
Proposition 1.2.2 will work. Just choose the link of an edge. It will have to be an 
invariant subsphere not meeting Fix(p). Finally, S”/p - int(R, U R2) where R, and 
R2 are disjoint regular neighborhoods of Fix(p) andf( S”-‘)/p in S”/p respectively, 
will be an h-cobordism. 
Given a standard CAT h, action p on S” and a CAT periodic knot f: (Sns2, 7) + 
(S”, p), let k = dim Fix{ p) and take for the canonical equivariant ubular neighbor- 
hood, int(D”-k x S”). This will be the convention in effect. It follows that for k = 1, 
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the quotient embedding is g : Sflm2/ T + SnB2 x D2/p ( =Snw2/p x D2, if p is a double 
suspension). Similarly, for k = 0 it is g : Snw2/~+ Sns2 x I/p ( =Sn-l/p x I, if p is a 
suspension). 
We observe that by a theorem of Livesay [24], any semifree CAT action p:P2 x 
S” + S” with Fix(p) = So is for n = 3 conjugate to a suspension. For n 2 3, ($7’ -
N,)/p is an h-cobordism and ml((Sn - &J/p) = &. By the s-cobordism theorem 
(including the five dimensional case [ 13)) and the fact that Wh&) = 0, it follows 
that this h-cobordism is a product and so p is conjugate to a suspension. 
We observe that in [9] we quote a different definition of CAT H, action that 
appeared in an earlier version of this paper. As in [9] we work with semifree & 
actions on S”, n 2 3, with Fix(p) = So, it doesn’t matter. 
2. Linking numbers with the fixed point set 
2.1. Classijjying linking numbers 
2.1.1. Theorem. Let p be a CAT Z, action on S2&+*, k # 2, with Fix( p ) = S* and fir 
CAT= DIFF s is odd, for CAT = PL, TOP, k or s is odd. An integer 1 is the linking 
number with Fix(p) of some periodic knot f: (S2&-‘, 7) + (SZk+‘, p) if an only if I, s
are coprime. 
Proof* Without loss of generality assume that p is a double suspension. 
Necessity: First let k > 1. The quotient embedding is g : SZk-‘/ r + Szk-‘/p x D2. 
Let 7r : SZk-’ /p x D2+ S2k-‘/p be the usual projection. We observe that rg is an 
isomorphism on ml and 
2 = lk(f( SnV2), Fix(p)) = deg ?rg. 
In addition, S 2k-1/7, SZk-l/p are homotopy lens spaces [35, Section ME]. By 
considering the mod s cohomology algebra of a homotopy lens space together with 
the Bockstein homomorphism, it follows that 
z, = H2k_,(S2k-‘/r; B,)= &_,(Stk-l/p; &) =z, 
is an isomorphism. However (?rg), (after identifying the above homology groups 
with H,) is multiplication by Z, hence gcd( 2, s) = 1. If k = 1, S2k-‘/~, Szk-‘/p are 
circles and an easier version of the above argument gives gcd(l, s) = 1. 
Suficiency: For k = 1, observe that by the positive solution to the Smith conjecture 
[26], we may assume (up to conjugation) that p is linear. Now take a suitable torus 
knot (see examples in 1 .l). Next assume k > 2 and CAT = PL or TOP. The sufficiency 
for CAT= DIFF will be proved in Section 3.3. 
There is a degree one CAT homotopy equivalence h,: SZk-l/p + L, where L is 
the classical lens space L(s; aI,. . . , ak) [35, Section 14E], where ul, l . . , a& are 
appropriate integers prime to s. On S2&+’ =pL S’** l w!§’ (==CAT means CPT homeo- 
morphic), consider the action p = po*pa,*- 9 **pal, where pr4 r E Pj is tir? S&a.- Z, 
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action on S’ given on a generator of H, by a 29rr/s radians rotation. Let 7 be the 
PL Z, action on SZk-’ = S’*- l l *S’ given by pi-la, * pa2 * l l 0 * par where I-’ E Z is 
such that I-- ‘Z = 1 mod s. Let f : ( SZk-‘, +r) + (S’“+‘, p) be the PL nonlocally flat 
equivariant embedding obtained by taking the join of the (I, s) torus knot with 
idszh -3. Let 8: SZk-‘/ T+ Szk-‘/p x O* be the quotient embedding. Note that 
deg( ng) = 1, where v : S 2k+‘/ji x D’+ S”+‘/j5 is the usual projection onto the first 
factor. Denote by 6 = (&, &, IQ) its underlying Poincare embedding [6]. 
We have: 
s2k-l/pxD2 h , 
& U DW 
SC&l,, 
S*“-‘/T 
where D( se), S( &) are the associated disk and sphere bundles of &, h = 
h, 0 (h, x id& is a homotopy equivalence, and the vertical inclusion j, is as the zero 
section of D( &,). AS !z or s is odd, Li1, _‘@,) = 0, [2,21,36]. The codimension two 
splitting theorem of [S, p. 3221 implies that h is homotopic to a map still denoted 
by h such that h-‘(S’“-’ / 7) is a CAT locally flat submanifold and h Ih-‘(Szk -1, t’ is a 
homotopy equivalence. As CAT= PL or TOP, the universal cover of h-‘(S*“-‘/r) 
is S’“-‘. Let S”“-‘/r, = h-‘(S”“-‘IT), where 7l is a CAT free Z, action on SZk-‘, 
and let g : Szk-‘/~, + S*“-’ /p x D’ be the inclusion of Sak-‘/~, in Szk-‘Ip x D*. We 
have a commutative diagram. 
As the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences, deg( ?rg) = *I. Now, lift to the 
universal covers and change orientations if necessary to get a periodic knot 
$: ( S”-Z, T,) + (s”, p) with Ik(f( Sn-‘), S’) = f. 0 
2.1.2. Remark. The procedure in the proof of the sufficiency part of the above 
theorem for odd I can produce a PL knot periodic with respect o two semifree PL 
&, Z, actions on SZk+’ , k > 2, pi, ps respectively, with Fix(p,), Fix(p,) = S’ and such 
that Fix(p,) n Fix(p,) = 0. For instance, letf: ( SZk-‘, T) -?r ( SZk+‘, p) be the nonlocally 
flat PL embedding obtained by taking the join of the (I, s) torus knot with idS?k--l. 
The actions T, p are the join of the actions 7 R,r, p,,(, of Section 1.1 with a free linear 
. 
PI,~ actlon of S zli -3 . Let g : S 2E =1 /T + W/p be the quotient embedding where W is 
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the closed complement of the singular set of p, Fix(p(zlXs=+l) IJ Fix(p(z,,sx+~). me 
above mentioned procedure will enable us to find a locally flat embedding in W/P 
of a homotop y lens space. NOW lift to the universal covers to get the desired p&o&c 
knot. 
2.2. Linking numbers and restricted actions 
22.1. Lemma. Let f: (SnB2, 7) + (S”, p) be a CAT periodic knot where Fix(p) = S*. 
Then f possesses an equivariant normal bundle which is trivial. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that p is a double suspension. Let 
g : Snm2/r + S”-‘/p x D2 be the quotient embedding, and denote by v(g) the normal 
bundle which exists because G2/G2 is contractible. The first Stiefel-Whitney class 
of v(g), w,(v(g)) is w,(S”-~/T)-~*W,(S”-~/~X D2)=0 and so v(g) is an S02- 
bundle. Note that S02-bundles are classified by their Euler classes. Denote Sne2/7, 
S”-‘/p, S”-‘/p x D’ by L’, L, W respectively. Let j,: L x D2+ W be a framing of 
the zero section L x (0) c L x D2 = W. 
Recall that [6, p. 21 I], e( v(g)) is obtained as follows. Let x E H2( W, a 
that x n [ W] = g.J L’], where [L’], [ W] are the fundamental twisted classes of L’, W 
respectively. Then e( v(g)) is the image of x under 
H2( W,a W) 2 H2( W) 5 H’(L’). 
Let I = lk( f(SnB2), Fix(p)). Then g*i L’] = Z[j,( L)]. Its Poincari dual is [j,( D’)]*, 
the albebraic dual of [j,( D’)]. But j*[jO( D’)]* = 0 because the Euler class of j& is 
zero. G 
This lemma implies that the embedding g admits a framing still denoted by 
g : L’x D2 + W As H ‘( L’) = 0, this framing is the only one [27, p. 991. 
Let 7, : z, x s”-2 -+ S”-2s n 3 3, be a free CAT action, i = 0,1. By definition, the 
action -ai : 2, X -,C”-‘+ -Snw2 is defined by (-ri)(&, X) = Ti(s, x), 6~ Z,, x E -Snw2 
which as a set equals Snm2, i = 0,1. Furthermore, 70 is mormally cobordant to TV if 
and only if there is a homotopy equivalence h : V2/ 7. + S”-2/ T, normally coborcbi 
to id,ll-z,, . 
2.2.2. Theorem. Let f, : ( Sne2, 7,) + (S”, p) be a CAT periodic knot. Assume that 
Fix(p) = S’, CAT = PL or TOP, s is odd and n 2 7. Then, a CAT free Z, action on 
S”-‘T~ is norma& cobordant to *T, if and only if there is a CAT perindic knot 
fo: ( SnB2, TV) + (9, p) with 
Proof. 
f, and 
lk(fo(S”-2), Fix(p)) = *lk(f,(S”-2), Fix(p)). 
Necessity: Without loss of generality we can assume that the above signs are 
that p is a double suspension. Let gi : StaH2f Ti -G .Yne2/p X *, i=<J, d be -h 
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quotient embeddings. We will first prove that these embeddings are cobordant maps. 
Let T, Xi be the CAT closed tubular neighborhood and the closed complement of 
gi respectively, i = 0, 1, and let V: S"-'/p x D2+ S"-"/p be the usual projection. 
Consider the lifting problem: 
As there is a homomorphism mi(Xi) + ?r,(S”-‘/p x S’) a partial solution in the 
second skeleton of Xi can be found. Further obstructions lie in H*(Xi, Sne2/p X S’; 
Q_~( S’)), where the cohomology is with simple coefficients. As gi is an isomorphism 
on H* for * < n - 2 and for * = n - 2 is multiplication by 2 = lk(f;-( S”-‘), Fix(p)), it 
follows by excision and the exact sequence of a pair that H,(Xi, 8%) is P, for 
* = n -2 and 0 otherwise. By Poincare duality H*(Xi, Snm2/p x S’) is Z, for * = 1 
and 0 otherwise. Conclusion, M*(Xi, SnW2/p x S’) = 0, * > 2, and SO the problem 
has a solution 6, i = 0,l. By homological considerations, F&T = hi, where hi is the 
inverse of the framing of gi restricted to a Ti followed by wgi x ids’, i = 0,l. By the 
covering homotopy and homotopy extension properties we may assume that Filaq = 
hi, i = 0,l. .41so, we may assume that F is a CAT map. 
As F,I s~~-2/pxs~ = F, 1 s”-:! /Pxsl, we can glue F,, F, along S”-‘/p x S’ and conclude 
that ngi x ids’, i = 0, 1, are orientably cobordant maps. By making a cobordism 
between them transversal to Sne2/p x (pt} rel boundary it follows that vgi, and so 
gi, are orientably cobordant maps, i = 0,l. 
Now, let h :Sn-2/~,-,+Sn-2 /q be a map inducing the composite below 
[28]. The degrees of maps Snm2/ TV+ SnW2/p, Sns2/r,,+ SnW2/+rl inducing an 
isomorphism on w1 must belong to ths same congruence class mod s [28]. Thus, 
deg ngO = (deg -;g, + deg h) mod s. 
deg 7rgo = lk(fr;(S”-2), Fix(p)) = lk(f,(S”-2), Fix(p)) 
= deg ml, 
deg h = 1 mod s. By [28], we can choose h so that deg h = 1. It follows that h is a 
homotopy equivalence and go - g, h [28]. Recall that go is orientably cobordant o 
g,, in symbols, [Sn-2/~o, go] = [Sn-2/~,, g,] E &(S”-2/p x D2). As go- g$, 
g,*[Sn-2/To, h] = g,JSn-2/T,, id]. Our next task is to show that [Sn-2/~o, h] = 
[S'-'/T~~ id] E f&($n-2/~1), 
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By the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence it follows that (see [37, Theorems 
6.2, 6.4, pp. 641-6421) 
O*(S”-* x D2/p, g,(Sn-*/7,)) = I Zl, if *=n-2, 0 9 if PZ-2#*Gn-l. 
It follows from the exact sequence of a pair that 
0+Rn_2(Sn-2/~,)-5 Rn_2(Sn-2~ D*/p)+P,+O 
is exact. Hence [S”-*/ TV, h] = [S”-‘/ T,, id] E a,_,( Sn-*/ T*). 
The final step is to show that h is normally cobordant to idslf-+, . First let 
CAT = PL. Recall that the p invariants of Sn-*/Ti, i = 0,l are defined in [35, p. 1741 
as follows: First let Mi, i = 0,l be compact manifolds such that rl( Mi) = P, and 
aMi is pi copies of Sn-*/ Tie Without loss of generality we can assume pO = p1 = p. 
By definition pi = p(S”-*/ri) is l/p the multisignature of Mi, i = 0,l [35, p. 1741. 
Now, glueing p copies of the cobordism between S”-*j Ti, i = 0,l to Mi, i = 0, 1, it 
follows by [35, p. 1741 that p1 - p. is a multisignature (modulo the regular epresenta- 
tion). Thus, by [35, Section 14E], h is normally cobordant o idsel-?,tl. Alternatively, 
one can use the following argument of Cappell. The characteristic variety theorem 
asserts that the normal invariants v(h), v(ids”-2,J are the same if and only if the 
splitting obstructions along the characteristic variety for S”-*/T~ are equal. These 
obstructions in our case are only signatures as s is odd. As h, idSII-2,TI are orientably 
cobordant he obstructions vanish. Therefore 7 (h) = v ( ids~~-+,). The exact sequence 
of surgery [35] implies that h is normally cobordant o idsll-+, as n - 2 2 5. For 
CAT = TOP, we observe that as s is odd Sn-*/ Ti-, i = 0, 1, are in fact PL manifolds 
and we may assume that h is a PL homotopy smoothing of S”-*/q [ZO]. 
Suficiency: This will be proved in the next section. Kl 
2.2.3. Remark. The sufficiency part can be proved for the low dimensional case 
n - 2 = 3, in the case where p is a double suspension: The first and second steps of 
the proof of Theorem 2.2.2 work for n -2 = 3 and pcaduce a CAT homotopy 
Lquivz!ence E: : S’j 7. + S3/ q orientably Cobordant to idSJ,? . It follows that h x id+ 
is normally cobordant to ids+, Xcp2. By transversality, h, idS3,21 are normally 
cobordant. 
3. Isovariant cobordism in the linkin umber one case 
3.1. Generalities 
TWO periodic knots fi: : ( Sn-*, Ti) + (S”, pi), i = 0, 1, are isovariantly cobordant pro- 
vided 7. = TV = T, p. = p1 = p, and after conjugation, the quotient embeddings 
gi: s”-*/T+ (s” - N,)/p, i - - 0,l are concordant, that is, there is an embedding 
called a concordance G: S”-*/T x B + (S” - A&/p) x 1 wit ~~s”-‘/7r{i] = .-:!9 ’ - Tr 1. 
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The periodic knots_& r” = 0, 1, are weakly isovariantly cobordant, provided p. = p1 = p, 
and after conjugation, the quotient embeddings gi : S”-*/ ri + (S” - N,)/p, i = 0, 1, 
are weakly concordant. This means that there is an embedding called a weak concord- 
ance, G : V-, (S” - N,)/p x I where V is an h-cobordism, aiV = Sne2/Ti, i = 0, 1, 
and G&v = gi, i =0, 1. 
The set of isovariant cobordism classes in the case where Fix(p) = So is shown 
in [9] to be in l-l correspondence with the disjoint union of several sets of locai 
knots [5, p. 3021. Let p be a semifree CAT 2, action on S”, n 3 3, with Fix(p) = S’. 
Denote by Per &p; I) the set of isovariant cobordism classes of periodic knots 
linking Fix(p) once in absolute value. Similarly, the set of weakly isovariant cobord- 
ism classes of periodic knots linking Fix(p) once in absolute value is denoted by 
Per&&; 0. 
3&l. bmma. Let G : V + S”-‘/p x D’ x I, n a 6, CAT = DIFF, PL, n 3 5, CAT= 
TOP be a weak concordance between the quotient embeddings gi: S”-‘/ri + 
S “-*/p X, D’ associated to the periodic knotsA : ( SnBZ9 ri) + (S”, p) where p is a double 
suspension and i = 0,l. If V’ is another h-cobordism with aiV' = 3iV = S”-‘/To, i = 0, 1, 
then there is a concordance G’ : V’-* S"-'1 p x D’ x I such that G’I~~I-+, is a conjugate 
Of gi- In particular, if r. = r1 = r, choosing V’ = Sn-‘/ T x I, it follows that gi, i = 0,l 
are cobordant. 
Proof. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.1, it follows that the framing of G 
is G: VxD’+S”-’ /p x D’ x I. By the s-cobordism theorem, there is a CAT homeo- 
morphism (9 : V’x S:,*+ V x S& where S:,, = (X E 0’1 llxll= l/4}. The composite 
embedding V’c V’X S:,, J% V x S:, + V x D* can be isotoped in order to insure 
that aiV’ gets mapped to aiV x {0}, i = 0,l. Denote this embedding by G,. It follows 
that G’ = G 0 Gc is a concordance between embeddings conjugate to gi, i = 0,l. Cl 
3.1.2. Lemma. Let f, : (Snv2, q) + (S”, p) be a periodic knot, where p is a double 
suspension. If ro: Z, x S”-‘-, S”-’ is a free CAT action h-cobordant to r1 (that is, 
Sne2/ 7i, i - 0,l *are Is--cabordant ), then there is a periodic knot fo: ( Sn-*, TV) -* (S”, p) 
with lk(fo(Sn-‘), Fix(p)) = lk( f,(S”-“), Fix(p)). 
Proof. Let V be an h-cobordism with aiV = Sn-‘/ ri-, i = 0,l. By the s-cobordism 
theorem, there is a CAT homeomorphism V x S’ + S”-*/ 7, x S’ x I. Let g, : S”-*/ q x 
D” + 9-‘/p x D’ be the framing of the quotient embedding associated to f,. Lift 
the composite embedding below to the universal covers and choose appropriate 
orientations to obtain fo. 
sn-*/ To =a,vc vc vxs’ 
-+ S”-* /T, x s’ x I c sn-*/7, x s’ x I U s”-*/r, x D* 
S “-2/r,xS’x{O} 
s:; -‘lp x D’. 0 
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The two lemmas above basically say that to study Per&p; I) it is sufficient o 
study Per&&p; 11. 
From now on we will consider Per” CA&p, l), p a double suspension. Letjo : S”-‘/p x 
D*+ S”-*/p x D* be the framing of the zero section S”-*/p c S”-*/p x D*. Passing 
to the universal covers one obtains a periodic knot fO: (S”-*, pIs+2) + (S”, p). Let 
To = j&G”-‘lp x D*), W, = S”-‘/p x D’- int ‘I& be the closed tubular neighbor- 
hood, and closed complement of jO~~~~-~~Px~O~. Now, let g : S”-*/T x D*+ S”-*/p x D* 
be the framing of the quotient embedding associated to the periodic knot 
f:(S"-*, T)+ (S”, p) linking Fix(p) once in absolute value. As before, let T, W be 
the closed tubular neighborhood and closed complement of gfsy,+-+ Also, set 
E = S”-*/ p x D*, S = aE, and let v : S”-* /p x D’+ S”-‘/p be the usual projection. 
3.1.3. Lemma. In the above situation, there is a CAT map F: W + W,, called a 
complementary map, such that Fls = ids and FlaT : aT + aT, is the composite below: 
aT l s”-*,T x s, (~,o!s,,-2,,,,0))Xids~ R-‘laT 
* s*-*/p x s’ 
~“ls”-~,ps 
- aTo. 
Proof. Consider the lifting problem: 
0 
w - sn-*/p. 
Reasoning as in Theorem 2.2.2, there is a solution t: W + S. Now, choose a CAT 
function Q! : W + Z such that cu -l(O) = a T, a-‘( 1) = S. We can construct Q! directly 
by obstruction theory or take (Y to be a Morse function. Now, set F = (F, cu) : W + 
S x Z = WO. Argue as in Theorem 2.2.2, or argue as in [S, p. 3031, to show that we 
can assume F I aT to be the map described above cf 
3.1.4. Hemark. By straightforward obstruction theory arguments, it follows that any 
two solutions of the above lifting problem that agree on aT are homotopic relative 
a W = aT U S. It follows that any two complementary maps constructed by the above 
procedure are homotopic relative a W - aT U S. Furthermore, a similar result holds 
for a weak concordance of quotient embeddings gi, i = 0,l associated to periodic 
knots linking Fix(p) once in absolute value and is proved the same way. 
3.1.5. Proposition. The homotopy equivalence h : Sne2/7 + S”-‘/p of Lemma 3.1.3 is 
normally cobordant to idSll-z,,, . 
aoof. Let F: W-, WO be the complementary map given by Lemma 3.1.3, and if 
necessary homotope this map relative a W in order to make it transversal to S”-‘/p x 
(1)x I. 
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Consider the following diagram of maps 
F w - w, 
U U 
s - s. 
ids 
As the vertical inclusions in the above diagram are integral homology equivalences, 
so is E Thus, F induces an isomorphism in K-theory by the Atyah-Hinebruch 
spectral sequence [37]. Conclusion: F can be covered by a bundle map of stable 
normal bundles B : vw + v wo, more precisely, B is the pullback of F. Let iii = 
F-‘( Sne2/p x { 1) x I). Then, (F 1 w, B 1 ,J is the desired normal cobordism. I3 
3.2. The linking number one case 
3.2.1. An invariant for elements of Per&&p; 1). The groups under consideration 
are H, and 2, x IL. Therefore, there are two orientation characters: The trivial one 
denoted by 1 or +l, and the other one, denoted by - 1. As usual if the orientation 
character is not specified, the trivial one is being considered. 
Let T, p, jO, g, T,, W,, E, S, T, W, F, h be as in the previous section. Reasoning 
as in Proposition 3.1 S, we conclude that F can be covered by a bundle map of 
stable normal bundles B. 
Let 9: Zm,aTo+ ZV, E be the morphism induced by the inclusion aT,c E and 
note that F : W + W, is a simple homology equivalence over S [S]. By the V- w 
theorem [35], see also [S], (F. B) is normally cobordant relative a T to id wO. Denote 
the normal cobordism by (G, C), G : (2, a-z, a+z) + ( W, x Z, YO, S x I), where YO = 




After identifying n,(aTo), a,(E) with 8, x Z, B,, @ becomes 
where 9 has become the morphism induced by the usual projection z, X z +&. 
Now, let C : Per&(p; l)+ r,+,( @, (-l)“‘!) be given as follows: C is the 
homology surgery sbstr‘uction in r,+,i@, (-I)“+‘) to make (G, C) normally 
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cobordant relative Y,, to (id, id”), where id is the identity map of the triple ( W, x 
I; Y& S x I) and id, is the identity bundle map of the corresponding triple of stable 
normal bundles. Reasoning as in 15, Section 5] and using Remark 3.1.4, one can 
prove that C is well defined and injective. In particular, the local knot group 
CCAT(SnD2), acts freely by connected sum, see [5, Section 51 for the analogous result 
for local knots. 
3.2.2. Surgical remarks. Consider the commutative diagram of maps 3.2.1 [S, p. 3001 
for the commutative square @: 
f r,,+,(@, t-l)“+‘) : L,,(& x P, (-l)“+‘) a L,,(S, (-I)“+‘) -+ f,,(@, (-I)“+‘)+ 
I 
J* I id I I* .I (1) J* 1 
5 L,,+,(S, (-I)“+‘) : L,,(Z, xz, (-I)“+‘) 3 t,,(rn,, (-I)“+‘) + L&9,(-I)‘*+‘)+ 
where the top and bottom parts, are the exact sequences relating relative r, L groups 
to absolute ones [S, 353. In [31] a map Q! : L,(P, xP, (-I)““)+ L&&Z,, (-I)“+‘) 
was constructed, and it was shown there that $.&y:L,(Z,xB, (-l)“**)+ 
L”(E,, (-l)““)O Lh,_,(P,, i-1)““) is an isomorphism. In [27, p. 110, Proposi- 
tion 17.31 it was shown that ker( @.J = ker( S.J. It follows that 
o-, f”+,(sf, (-l)“+‘) L r,+,(@, ,-,)“+I) 
2 Lh,_&E,, ( -l)n+‘) + 0 
is an exact sequence, where Fn,,(9,(-1)“+‘) = ker(j,:r,+,(~,(-1)““)~ L,+,(Z,, 
(-l)“+‘)), $ = 9 1 ~,,,,(9,f_,j~~+p and p = cwd. 
We have the following commutative diagram of surgery exact sequences and 
transfer maps [35]: 







+ LAG c-o”-‘) 2 sp&&T2/p) 2 [S”-‘/p; G/CAT]+ 
Let 9’EAT(Sn-‘/p), = ker( r) : Y[,T(Sn-2/p) + [S”-‘/p; G/CAT]), define 
9’&S”-2)T, similarly, and set An_,(CAT) = (U tr)-‘(0). 
Consider the morphism PE : Per &-Jp; 1) + t~__,(B,, (-l)“-‘). Proposition 3.1.5 
implies that (@Z)(x) = (Sns2/7, h) E YCAr( S”-*/p),,, where h = ?rg 1 syTx{o) = 
ng 1 s’+-2/2, g : Sne2/7 x D2 + Snm2/p x D2 is the framing of the quotient embedding 
associated to a representative of x E Per FAT(p; 1). As the universal cover of S”-*/T 
is Sne2, 0 = (tr &Z)(x) = (CT tr pZ)(x), that is, n- 1 (CAT)* In aarticular, 
we can restrict the codomain of /X5 to A,_,(C ing a map A!! F4$,73ted 
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by PZ: Thus, we have the following commutative diagram of maps: 
A,-,(CAT) 
n (2) 
o-+ fn+,(S, (-l)“+,) A r”+,(@, (-l)“+‘)L L:_,(h,, (-l)“_‘) + 0 
3.2.3. Theorem. Im C 3 &f,,+,(ZE, (-I)“+‘)) U P-‘(A,-JCAT)), n 37 for CAT= 
DIFF, PL, n 2 6 for CAT= TOP. 
Proof. As before denote S”-‘/p x Dz by E and let S = aE. The pre-image 
(_j.+.)-‘(A,,_,(CAT)) c r”+,( @, (-l)“+‘) is the subgroup generated by 
+(i;,+,($, (-I)“+‘)) U /3-‘(A&CAT)). Note that 
(j*W’(0) = i(Ei+,(~ (-I )“+‘)). 
Now, given y E $(Fn+,(9, (-l)“+*)) U @-a(A,_l(CAT)), the realization theorem 
for homology surgery [5] provides a normal cobordism (G,, &), 6, : 2 + E x I from 
idE to a simple homotopy equivalence of pairs 6: (X, ax) + (E, S), with surgery 
obstruction U( G,) =j,(-y). Construct a second normal cobordism ( G2, &), 
G2: U-, Wax I relative a7”x I, from &lax xid, :aXx I+ Wox{O} to a simple 
homology equivalence over 9, H : Y + W,-, x {l}, which, after covered by a bundle 
map &, has surgery obstruction a(Gz, B2) = y E r,+,( @, (-,)“+I). Next, form Gz 
as the composition of 
G2U6xid,:&=U U Xxl+W,xI U ExI 
dXYl aTox I 
with an identification of the space on the right with E and cover this map by a 
bundle map fi2 by gluing B2 with the pullback of RX id=. By naturality U( G2, 6,) = 
j,(cr(G2))=j,(y)~ L,+,(S,(-l)“+‘). As (G,, &) and (G2, g2) are both normal 
cobordisms of k: (X, ax) + (E, S), we may paste to form G = 6, U 6%: 2 + E x Z 
from idE to H U 6. Y U X + E and cover it by the bundle maps 6 = B, u fi-., F$\;; 






Observe that H is a simple 9”homology equivalence and h’ is a simple homotopy 
equivalence. By reasoning as in [5, p. 3031 (that is, do surgery below the middle 
dimension) we may assume that H induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. 
By additivity of surgery obstructions, a( 6, 6) E L,,+,( 9, t - 1 )n+l) vanishes. By the 
fundamental theorem of surgery [35] and the relative CAT s-cobordism theorem, 
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we may replace (&, 6) by a normal cobordism from H U h’ to idE, whose domain 
is a product. Hence, .H U h’ is homotopic to a CAT homeomorphism 8 : Y U X + E. 
By applying the codimension one splitting theorem mentioned in [31, p. 2981 to OIX 
one obtains (L, h) E 9:&S”-*/p), LC 8X, 8X xCAT LX S’, that is aX is CAT 
homeomorphic to L x S’, and after identifying these two manifolds 8(,X = h x ids:. 
As (@3)(y) = (L, h) and p(y) E An-I(CAT), q( L, h) =0 and the universal cover of 
L is CAT homeomorphic to S”-*. Hence, we can write L = S”-*/T, where T is a free 
CAT Z, action on S”-*. In addition, let C ‘“CAT S”-*/T x S’ x I be a CAT closed 
collar of ax = Snm2/r x S’ in X. Now consider an embedding S”-*/TX O* = 
T c int C such that the associated embedding 
TcC U S”-*/T x D’ 
s “-Z,TxsI 
is conjugate to the inclusion 
sn-*/ 7 o_\ S-*/T x (0) c S”-*/7 x D’. 
Now, consider the embedding g : S”-*/ T + S”-*/p x D* given by Sn-*/ r x D*c 
Sn-2/~XS1Xz~XCXU Y 8, E. Identifying Sn-*/ r with S”-*/T x (0) and lifting 
g(sq+ to the universal covers one obtains a CAT periodic knot f : ( Sn-*, 7) -, (S”, p) 
with lk(f(S”-*), Fix(p)) = *l, representing an element x E Pefc,&; 1). The com- 
plementary map of the quotient embedding g(sn-,r is 
H 0 8-l U id,.-?: e-‘(Y)u(c-~)~w,uc-~~,,,w,. 
Conclusion: Cx = y. q 
3.2.4. Corollary. The following sequence is exact, n 2 7, for CAT = DIFF, PL, n 2 6 
for CAT = TOP. 
o+ fn+@-, (-I)“+‘) z-Io PerzAT(p; 1) pT A,&CAT)+o. 
Root. Use diagram (2) and the previous theorem. q 
3.2.5. Corollary. Let n 2 8 for CAT = DIFF, PL, n 2 6 for CAT = TOP be even. Then, 
s must be 2 and Per&&; 1) has just one element. 
Proof. As L,_,(O) =0 ([19], see also [35, p. 162]), A&CAT) = Li_,(Z2, -1). By 
1351 L~_,(&, -1) = i,,-,(Z$, -1) = Ln_,(H2, -1) = 0. Also, the natural map _& = 
.&I~,,,+,~.+~~: f,l+l(s, -l) + Ln+l(Z29 -1) is injective by [5]. Cl 
NOW assume n odd and set n - 1=2k. As Z&&S*‘-‘), = Z&p(SZk-‘), = 
I( SZk-‘; id)}, A2k( PL) = AZk (TOP) = Lt&Z,). This group is known see [l, 361. By 
;19] tr(A,,(DIFF)) is the collection of Arf invariants or l/8 signatures cf p~rallcliz- 
able manifolds bounding S’” -I, k odd or even respccilvply. The earlier mM+.md 
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free action of CCA.r(S21iW1 ) in Per&&; 2) together with the fact that the former 
group is not finitely generated [ 18,221, implies that neither is Per&&; 1). Algebrai- 
cally this corresponds to a monomorphism i’,,+z( 9,) + F2,,,< 9) explained in [S], 
where 9, is 9 in the special case s = 1, plus the statement that Fzk+?( 9,) is not 
finitely generated (which is true by comparing [S, Section 61 with [ I$] or [22]). The 
next example will imply that &+,( 9)/fzk+1(9,) is not finite. 
3.2.6. Example. In [7] an element x E f2,( 9) of infinite order such that tr(x) = 0, 
where tr : fik( 9) + &( 9,) is the transfer, was constructed. The previous diagram 
implies the existence of two periodic knots with respect o a given CAT 2, action 
p on S” with Fix(p) = S’,& : (S”-‘, 7) + (S”, p) with lk($( S”-‘), Fix(p)) = *l, i = 0,l 
and such that the underlying knots A: S”-’ + S” are cobordant, but A are not 
isovariantly cobordant, i = 0, 1. 
3.3. Applications 
Proof of sufficiency of Theorem 2.1.1 for CAT = DIFF. Reasoning as in the sufficiency 
part of the above mentioned theorem for CAT = PL, TOP one obtains a locally flat 
embedding : ZnW2/~, +S”-‘/p x D’, where Zne2 is a homotopy sphere and rr is a 
free DIFF h, action on Y-‘. By passing to the universal covers we will obtain a 
locally flat embedding $: Y’-’ + S”. By removing the tubular neighborhood of a 
meridian (we can assume that this neighborhood oes not meet q(f(Y-‘)) we will 
get an embedding fa : C n-2 + S”-” xD’suchthatdeg(G$)=+1where%S”-2xD2+ 
Sne2 is the usual projection. Reasoning as in Proposition 3.1.5 it follows that there 
is a normal cobordism between G& and idspl-2. By considering the actions T!, p it 
follows that f is the underlying embedding associated to the equivariant embedding 
f: (Y2, ~1) + (S”, p) which we will call a homotopy periodic knot (compare with 
1221). Just as before, we can study isovariant and weakly isovariant cobordism 
classes of such knots linking Fix(p) once in absolute value, &&p; l), Per&-&p; 1) 
respectively. In this situation, the exact sequence of Corollary 3.24 will FP’;TGE~Z 
O+i;,+@Y, (-l)n+l)* Per&&; 1) 
01 
- Lf:_,(Z,, (-l)“_‘) -, 0. 
As G& is normally cobordant to id s,‘-z and the transfer tr: L,_,(Z,)+ L,_,(l) is 
surjective (this is so by [35, p. 1681 together with the fact that s is odd), there is a 
free DIFF Z, action 7 on Snm2 and a degree one homotopy equivalence h: Snm2/ 7+ 
C n-2/ 7r normally cobordant o id r II -q 7. The above exact sequence together with 
Lemma 3.1.2 imply the existence of an embedding , : Y2/ r + C n-2/ T, x D2 such 
that deg( rzgz) = 1 where nr : iY-2/ri x D2 + Y’-‘/T~ is the usual projection. Now, 
lift gx followed by the framing of g to get the desired periodic knot. R 
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Proof of sufficiency of Theorem 2.2.2. Corollary 3.2.4 together with Lemma 3.1.2 
provides a locally flat ekmbedding g2 :Sns2/70 + Snq2/ r, x D2 with deg( rrgz) = 1, n 
the canonical projection onto the first factor. Composing g, with the framing of the 
quotient embedding associated to fi and then lifting to the universal covers gives 
the desired periodic knot fO : ( SnV2, rO) + (S”, p). Cl 
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